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Abstract

Emulation is a strategy receiving increasing atten-
tion in the long-term digital archiving community.
It can act as a complement to the otherwise dom-
inant digital preservation strategies of migration
and has convincing advantages, especially for dy-
namic digital objects. Nevertheless, a range of
conditions must be met for successful reproduc-
tion of such digital objects in the future. The in-
corporation of view paths to identify the neces-
sary metadata as well as additional software com-
ponents may propose extensions of the OAIS ref-
erence model. This paper combines this view path
concept, which captures the contextual information
of software, with additional insights, thereby im-
proving the flexibility of the approach. The concept
provides insights into workflow instructions allow-
ing for the archive management to preserve access
to its artifacts. The view path model requires ex-
tensions of the metadata sets of the primary object
as well as additionally stored secondary objects re-
sulting in a reproduction of the object’s environ-
ment, e.g. applications or operating systems. This
paper addresses strategies regarding reference en-
vironments and gives an outlook for how to apply
emulation strategies in the long-term while improv-
ing user convenience and maximizing emulation
capabilities.

Introduction

The long-term availability of knowledge in digi-
tal representation presents mankind with a range
of challenges. Organizations such as libraries or
archives have for many years been confronted with
the relatively new task of storing digital artifacts
and making them accessible over long time peri-
ods. The composition of digital objects is a central
feature of such objects, as opposed to traditional
media such as paper or microfiche. These contexts
change quickly and in order not to lose such infor-
mation, they need to either be entrained with their
technical development or their original work envi-
ronment.

Migration is the method most deployed and trusted
by memory institutions for long-term archiving of
digital objects. This strategy takes digital objects
through the constantly changing digital environ-
ment, made up of the changing hardware and soft-
ware configurations. This usually requires alter-
ations to the object and its inner structures. Al-
though these adjustments make it possible to ob-
serve digital objects in the computer-aided envi-
ronment of the archiver, this approach unnecessar-
ily limits the amount of object types that can be
archived since it is not applicable to dynamic and
interactive digital objects. Additionally, problems
arise from such forced changes, often making the
authenticity of the object highly debatable, a prob-
lem which has become a central issue in the long-
term digital archiving community (van Diessen and
van der Werf-Davelaar 2002). The possible strate-

Figure 1: There is a rising number of dynamic, interac-
tive digital objects which are not covered by migration
preservation strategies.

gies for long-term functional archiving should be
extended, so as to allow for access to the object in
its original condition at any time. Emulation uses
a different approach than migration, which is per-
ceived by many as stronger. It does not operate
on the object itself, but creates means to preserve
its original digital environment. Emulation helps
in becoming independent of further technological
developments. This allows emulation strategies to
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avoid the alternation of the primary object of inter-
est – the digital object being preserved.

Every layer of a software-hardware configuration
can serve as a starting point for emulation. How-
ever, a number of key requirements must be con-
sidered, including the formalization of access pro-
cesses, beginning with the object in question, and
the actual working environment of the archive user.
Pursuing emulation processes requires a whole ar-
ray of considerations: the set-up of digital archives
for a long-term archive, the type of working en-
vironment and the additional information needed
for later access. This information could be gath-
ered from the object’s metadata, for example by
using an already existing format registry. What

Figure 2: Suggestions for long-term preservation strate-
gies according to different types of digital object types .

is generally true for digital objects is especially
correct for emulation strategies, namely that dig-
ital objects cannot be accessed without technical
equipment. Similar to the need for a record player
in order to playback records, a tools archive is re-
quired for digital object preservation. Equally im-
portant for the reproduction of digital archives are
appropriate reference environments and firmly de-
fined software-hardware configurations. While the
physical preservation of a technically fairly simple
device such as a record player is not considered un-
problematic, digital equipment is quite a challenge
to preserve. This can be made simpler, however,
by choosing the right method, avoiding the need to
build and maintain a hardware museum. Instead,
this task can be performed by a special software
archive which contains hardware emulators.

The emulators’ task is to bridge the technical past
and future, as the software, like all digital objects,
is affected by ageing. However, these emulators
must be applicatively chosen and handled.

Static and Dynamic Digital Objects

With changing technologies, applications and com-
munication, it becomes inevitable for the types of
digital objects to change as well. With time new
object types are added and others are discarded.
Classical data types refer to digital objects in the
form of virtual documents. Although these objects
are no longer primarily recreated on paper, they are
intended for potential reproduction on paper. This
classical data class takes everything generated by
authorities, businesses and organizations, reports,
invoices or strategy papers into account. For most
of this data it suffices to periodically assure its real-
ization within a regulatory retention period. Digital
artefacts of social or historical relevance should of
course outlive such periods.

A feature characteristic of the above-mentioned
objects is their ability to be reproduced, at least
theoretically, at any time on a non-digital medium
like paper or microfiche. Audio and video can be
dubbed onto an analogue medium. This becomes
more complex with, for example, the construction
plans of long-lasting producer durable goods. Al-
though they can be printed on paper, some infor-
mation levels and associations are lost.

The above mentioned ”traditional mediums” re-
quire minimal or no technical effort in order for
end users to gather and interpret the content. This
is no longer true for dynamic data and interactive
objects. Up until the end of this decade, the long-
term digital archiving community has given little
attention to this problem. These objects deal with
executable programs, components or software li-
braries. Included are: interactive mediums and ed-
ucational software, databases, operating systems or
applications. These dynamic objects are charac-
terized so that they cannot be meaningfully inter-
preted and used outside a certain digital context.

With the widespread implementation of comput-
ers and the accompanying revolution in the data
networks field, new areas in which digital objects
are created have been added. While in the be-
ginning stages of the internet, the World Wide
Web (WWW) was still dominated by static content
which had a lot in common with the aformentioned
type of documents and images, this medium has
clearly become more interactive over time.

Dynamic web content, supported by multimedia
formats, like Adobe Flash, Java Script, applets
and databases in the backend, dominates the large
sites in the Internet. Many web applications carry
out the bulk of their interactions on the server of
the respective content provider, usually operating
in conjunction with special clients. This field is
being strongly extended, especially in the univer-



sity domain, through the use of this medium as
an education platform. The simple video record-
ing of e-learning sessions and systems proves to
be an unsatisfactory type of preservation in most
cases. From interactive applications with a number
of possible navigational paths, such a linear rep-
resentation becomes limited in complexity and va-
lidity. For many national libraries, the topic of web
archiving gains importance with newly added rules
and legislation in place.

Databases were a very early field in the deployment
of digital machinery. The moving, searching and
linking of large amounts of data is a main strength
of computers and has become a primary field of de-
ployment. These electronic data collections often
set the basis for derived objects. Different classes
of database-based users include planning and ac-
counting systems, like SAP applications, electronic
timetables of miscellaneous public transport com-
panies to Content Management Systems (CMS) of
modern internet presences. Previously archived
timetables of rail companies are a good example of
large databases now yielding point new challenges.
For example, as of 2008 the British Rail does not
print timetables any more and publishes them as
a printed book, an often requested artifact in the
British Library.

Digital Archives as a Highly
Demanding Task

Institutions such as libraries and archives have only
limited influence on the generated and delivered
formats. They are required to permantly maintain
most digital objects readily available for access to
users. For the less technically-experienced users,
they must provide a suitable platform which allows
the reproduction in common object formats. Since
many objects can not currently be migrated to an
appropriate form, this platform will need to sup-
port a large amount of older formats.

Digital archives pose new challenges to their cura-
tors. This goes along with the adoption of stan-
dards like the Open Archival Information Sys-
tem (OAIS). This standard, applied by the ISO,
deals with the ingestion, management and diges-
tion of digital objects. In its present formula-
tion, OAIS offers only a rough specification of as-
sembly and organization. For this reason current
research projects and initiatives concerned them-
selves with its refinement and concretion. OAIS
is not the only standard that deserves attention. In
addition to digital objects standards, i.e. for data
formats, metadata have standards for classification
and meaning description. For digital preservation,
the ideal would be to have all standards openly ap-
plied and free from proprietary components. This

Figure 3: Independent of migration or emulation strat-
egy, certain steps have to be implemented to actually ren-
der the digital object.

eases the task of archiving in the future, which is
often adopted with a considerable delay and does
not work backwards into the past. Furthermore, not
all objects and process standards allow for them-
selves to be defined or established. Independence
from actual object types occurs with the set-up of
an OAIS-conforming archive enhancied with ad-
ditional information, i.e the metadata. By now a
whole array of metadata schemas have been de-
fined, including Dublin Core (Gabriel and Ribeiro
2001) or PREMIS (LoC 2008). Such flexible and
extendible models stand out and could assert them-
selves as a dominant standard within the field of
long-term digital archiving.

Field of Controversy: Migration versus
Emulation

While digitalization and standardization mark the
front end of archive recording, migration and em-
ulation serve to access digital objects. The way
the strategies work can be perceived as conflict-
ing. Migration carries an object along, includ-
ing its technical advancements and keeps it readily
available for the respective current computer-aided
working environments. On the other hand, emula-
tion positions itself in the environment of the re-
spective object. Migration changes the object itself
with all the advantages and disadvantages; emula-
tion, however, does not. The efforts exerted for the
management of a long-term archiving occurs, de-
pending on the strategy, at different moments. Mi-
gration does have many disadvantages that prevent
use with certain object types. However emulation
also depends on a number of preconditions.

Migration

In the context of computers, migration is under-
stood as the transformation of a digital object de-
rived under perpetuation of an array of settings and
under the use of certain criteria. This typically
deals with the conversion of files into its respec-



tive representation, considering the current pro-
gram availability. This procedure is often referred
to as data format conversion, and should secure the
optimal access of an object both currently and into
the future. The concept of migration of computer
files is not limited to long-term digital archiving.
Alone the many data formats, resulting from the
large amount of applications that can be created at
any given moment, requires the permanent use of
migration in order to swap data among one another.
For this reason, many daily computer users are fa-
miliar with migration or conversion. Migration as

Figure 4: Demonstrated here is a typical vertical mi-
gration step using the application the object was created
with. Saving the file in other formats offers users the
possibility to import into more recent text processing ap-
plications.

a format conversion can be done either horizontally
or vertically for a given time period (Fig. 5). Hori-
zontal migration is the retracing of regular updates
on the part of the software producer. Since every
new version adds new functionality, this has in-
evitable effects on the data formats in order to rep-
resent the new settings. If older files created with
the previous version are to be opened, an import
function is required to change over to the new soft-
ware.

Users of different software products for alike tasks
are confronted with similar problems, but rarely is
only one product available. Applications with sim-
ilar functionalites are classified according to their
intended use, whereby products can differ consid-
erably in their functionality and operating models.
One example would be the different applications
for text creation, like Microsoft Word, StarOffice
Writer or historical ambassadors such as Ami Pro,
Wordstar and WordPerfect. Import or export be-
tween these applications is labelled as vertical mi-
gration.

It should be mentioned that no single migration
strategy exists. Instead, migration is understood as
a general concept containing a range of strategies.
Especially the diversity of the involved data types

requires variety in the handling of different files.
Migration demands awareness of the choice of data
formats and standards, the transformation between
data formats, and the choice of migration between
different physical media carrying data. One should

Figure 5: The domain of text processing software is an
example of the typical migration challenges. Updating or
changing the application documents were produced with
most certainly requires format migration.

generally retain the migration process file transfor-
mation contents due to the possibility of data loss.
If multiple transformation processes occur in suc-
cession, information losses can multiply (Fig. 6).
A noteworthy problem is the authenticity of the
digital object after the transformation of the logi-
cal structure. This issue is raised with nearly all
migration processes such as the upgrade within a
software product, the change of one vendor to an-
other or the subsequent end of an application. The
following challenges need to be considered:

• With every migration step, it should be ensured
that the process, when reversed, delivers an iden-
tical output object.

• In addition, it is generally advisable that all out-
put files, even those in intermediate steps, must
be retained to allow for comparisons later.

• The first points determine the availability of the
involved applications in advance. However, the
problem of proclaiming a software, the failure of
an organization or the constant upgrading may
lead to doubts.

• Stepwise migration should be performed with all
objects. Many software products require exactly
this, since their ”format history” implemented
through import filters often doesn’t go back very
far. This approach is costly, however. A control
should be performed on the quality of migration
results which isn’t automated in all aspects. The
question of authenticity check affordability must
be raised, since in most cases the mere inspec-
tion of a surface comparison is not sufficient.
Furthermore, the data accumulates with every
migration step, since new objects are constantly
being created.

• Lossy compression techniques depart in relation
to the preservation of authenticity. It could be



alternatively considered, to create special object
copies, which allow bandwidth saving transport
to an end user.

Figure 6: Authenticity of digital objects might be lost
under repeated migration steps. Automated integrity
checking is not easy to achieve but might be run using
the strategies of (Becker et al. 2008) for supported for-
mats.

Given the continuously growing amounts of data,
a reduction of the total data volume may seem ad-
visable. Sorting out apparently obsolete digital ob-
jects should be avoided, however, since predicting
which object may later be needed is again a very
difficult task. Furthermore, the main points of in-
terest of later generations could change completely.
This may also be difficult to predict.

The cost of transformations should not be under-
estimated. Regardless of the current predication of
the relevance of a particular object, the complete
data collection should always be migrated up to the
required time point. Here, the accompanying mea-
sures of quality assurance and control should not
be neglected, otherwise data loss may result. Mi-
gration and verification processes cannot claim to
be irrelevant to computing capacities, since large
numbers of objects will stretch over long spaces of
time. Planning such a process was a main issue in
the Kopal project.

A general problem is the continuous change of
information technologies. This change is subject
to the different software products and manufactur-
ers, making the prediction of long-term durability
of certain products or product groups difficult to
get right. For almost all digital objects that have
not applied comprehensive standards, the danger
looms that the chain of possible migration steps
will break at some point. At the end of the life-
cycle the most important properties might be lost.

Emulation

Through the character found mostly in libraries,
digital objects dominate migration. It attempts to
”carry” the objects along with its technical de-
velopments, therefore making them accessible in
working environments. This approach has many
weaknesses and completely ignores dynamic dig-
ital objects. Another often unsatisfactorily an-
swered question is that of migrator authenticity,
resulting in the inevitable change of objects over
time. Similar to old original factory expenditure or

with legal documents, the future verifiable authen-
ticity of digital objects is of great importance.

Emulation does not operate directly on the object
but rather addresses the environment which was
used to create the object. This means, for exam-
ple, the replication of software through other soft-
ware; in the best case, it won’t make any difference
whether it is handled through an emulated or orig-
inal environment. One of the first to consider this
was J. Rothenberg (Rothenberg 2002).

Emulators preserve or alternatively replicate old
working environments. Thereby they achieve the
connection of the current computing platform or a
bridge to the creation moment of the object. Em-
ulation first creates a virtual environment within
a given working environment. This could mean
software is cloned through another software, along
with the hardware in software. Objects created
in this working environment should largely run or
look like the original platform or application. Em-
ulators create the bridge between the current tech-
nology and outdated technology. Therefore, emu-
lators must deal with the appropriate translation of
the input and output.

Figure 7: Generally, three levels of emulator implemen-
tation for current computer platforms can be determined:
Topmost, the application layer followed by the operating
system layer and on the lowest level the hardware layer.

Emulation or replacement of applications with
others to execute or display particular data for-
mats. For many operators, one of the top priori-
ties is the emulation of features of old applications
in currently implemented programs. The interpre-
tation of other application current data formats is
also a priority. Data exchange between the pro-
grams from different manufacturers is even pos-
sible. From the view of long-term archiving it is
usually sufficient for the observer to work with a
given object within the current working environ-
ment. Here it should be noted that the complete
functionality isn’t necessarily needed for the ren-
dering and observation of an object. For an en-



tire array of generic formats such as ASCII, Im-
age or audio files, a number of viewers for the
various available platforms also exists. The more
specific or complicated the data formats become,
the more unlikely the existence of an appropriate
viewer which can reproduce the object properties
in the desired quality.

Emulation of operating systems used to exe-
cute applications on an operating system that ex-
pects the interface (API) of a different operating
system. The emulation of operating systems’ APIs
seems to be a general approach for the replica-
tion of applications. Theoretically, very old soft-
ware can also be installed on modern operating
systems as long as all called functions are in the
form expected by the application. This cannot
be realised with incomplete replication of required
APIs. Since in the field of commercial propri-
ety software many interfaces are not or only partly
open, the probability of incompatibility is large.

Figure 8: QEMU is a very popular powerful Open
Source modular hardware emulator configured through
command line for a set of different architectures like e.g.
i386, Sparc and MIPS.

Replication of a complete computer architec-
ture: Different from the programming interfaces
of an operating system, the functionality of single
applications or the description of data formats are
open for most hardware platforms. No application
or operating system must be written down or trans-
lated in order to access many thousands of digital
objects. The function set of a hardware platform
is straightforward and often much smaller than that
of an operating system or application. There also
exist much less hardware platforms than operating
systems.

Emulators – Bridges between Digital
Past and Future

Hardware emulators may play an important role in
the long-term archiving of digital objects. If you
would like to extend the class of accessible objects
to dynamic, there is no other way to preserve the

suitable working environment. As already men-
tioned, a hardware museum doesn’t have a really
reliable long-term perspective, since the archiving
of old computers is for many reasons costly and
risky. Therefore, a virtual collection of past and
soon to be replaced computer architectures is a sen-
sible alternative that has many advantages.

Emulators for different computer systems become
a central element for a working software archive.
This software archive may be composed of a sub-
stantial part of an OAIS based long-term archive.
Emulators are also, like the actual primary object of
interest, affected by maintenance, and share similar
problems. The actual creation of relevant selection

Figure 9: MESS is a modular emulator for homecom-
puters, consoles and ancient systems of the early era. It
can recreate the hardware of nearly 800 different plat-
tforms and derivates in software and could be executed
on modern Windows, Mac OS and Linux desktop oper-
ating systems.

criteria depends on the respective archiving goals
of the archiving organization. Metadata, the infor-
mation delivered to an emulator or project, plays an
important role for categorization and later observa-
tion. Included are:

• the service to deem classes of digital objects as
important.

• the institutional framework and the identification
of relevant user groups and their (predicted) re-
quirements.

• the technical and non-technical characterisation
and the estimate of the integrity of the replica-
tion.

• the indication of economic assessment and the
estimation of long-term orientation.

Selection Criteria and Metadata

The appropriate selection of tools for long-term
archiving is a fundamental success factor of the
emulation strategy. Although it can be difficult to
generate a conclusive list of selection criteria, since



this depends very much on the user group, the type
of primary objects and the planned presentation are
important to the end user. On the one hand, a large
selection of criteria increases the probability of the
correct preservation of a working environment, but
on the other hand, the cost of operating the archive
rises with more tools.

Metadata and the selection criteria of emulators are
closely related. Metadata is information which has
been preserved for most digital objects in one way
or another and must be preserved for the setup of
a software archive. There is not a great differ-
ence between metadata and primary objects, how-
ever metadata provides additional information for
intended use along side classical metadata. This
extends the list of base information for a group of
specific selection criteria. These selection criteria
could result in a more complex matrix. Here, the
high rating of a particular criterion makes the ful-
filment of other criteria more difficult. Although
it should not result in ”the one archive strategy”,
you would favour a wider selection of tools. This
allows for the achievement of ”view paths”, which
are introduced in a later section.

The list of selection criteria can be categorized in
groups:

• Generic metadata- like name, manufacturer or
project, homepage in the Internet and history
of changes, dependencies on the host platform,
the software-hardware environment in which
the emulator is being run and in its concrete
execution- is also labelled as reference worksta-
tion.

• User groups, such as universities, research insti-
tutions, state or national libraries, have different
requirements for object archiving periods and re-
garding the display of single objects, features in
handling objects, and frequency of access on ob-
jects in their long-term archives.

• Technical criteria decide the features and ap-
plication area of emulators, indicating perfor-
mance, controllability and the eventual possibil-
ity of non-interactive use. Just as relevant are the
requirements of the emulators for their techni-
cal environments. For long-term assessment and
use, questions such as programming language
and documentation play an important role. The
technical criteria differ depending on the imple-
mented environment. The hardware parameters
of the emulation of an Amiga 500 are clearly
more limited than the large variance in X86 PCs.

• Non-technical criteria are comprised of the eco-
nomic assessment of a tool, such as licence cost
and support. This also includes the product
or project history, the market penetration, and
the existence and knowledge of an application-
community.

Figure 10: Dioscuri is a special modular emulator writ-
ten in the Java programming language for the purpose of
long-term preservation of the X86 architecture.

While until now no emulator has been programmed
primarily for the purpose of long-term archiving
of digital objects, this is changing with current re-
search. Along with the already established emu-
lators from previous times, Dioscuri (Fig. 10) a
X86-Emulator is added which is being developed
primarily in respect to long-term archiving. It how-
ever does not yet have the functionality range of
other X86 emulators like QEMU (Fig. 8). Of great
importance is the group of virtualization programs
of the X86 architecture, at least for today’s activi-
ties. Typically implemented for entirely other rea-
sons, they are suited for a medium-term perspective
and considerably advance the idea and knowledge
of hardware emulation.

Long-term availability of Emulators

Emulators themselves are nothing more than dy-
namic digital objects. The problems they face are
the same as those for primary objects, which an
archive user would like to observe. For this reason,
the considerations for the perpetuation of the emu-
lator for future use is a central component. Hence
emulators need to be regularly adapted to current
hardware and operating system combinations.

The possibility of software migration appears only
with contradiction to the considerations undertaken
initially. That is how the migration of dynamic
digital objects, due to their high complexity or
the impossibility of implementation on certain ob-
jects, was classified as inappropriate for long-term
archiving. This problem is reduced by choosing a
suitable emulator. If the emulator is available as
an open-sourced package, it can be ensured that a
timely adaption to the new computer’s respective
platform occurs. Often it is about the integration
of the current user’s platform interface. Durable
programming languages such as C should allow
for a translation with the respective current com-
plier. Both give certain stability to the paradigm,
host operating systems, and user interfaces as well



as the programming language. The advantage of
this application lies in the use of only one emula-
tion layer. This means that the interaction and the
data exchange with the goal system can follow di-
rectly. If there is no possibility to port the emula-

Figure 11: If it is not possible to update the emulator,
its original environment might be emulated instead. Em-
ulator stacking imposes challenges for object transport
into its innermost environment (Verdegem and van der
Hoeven 2006).

tor to a new host platform, the now outdated host
platform, for which the emulator was created, can
itself be emulated (Fig. 11). This is referred to as
nested emulation. This is a considerable advantage
in the avoidance of migration complexity. In the
course of research in digital long-term archiving,
approaches like UVC or modular emulation are be-
ing investigated (Lorie 2002), (van der Hoeven,
van Diessen, and van der Meer 2005).

Examples of Available Emulators

Emulators for various computer systems therefore
become a central component of a working software
archive. Again, this software archive can be com-
posed of a component of an OAIS-based long-term
archive. The use of emulators is not new. Over
the last 30 years, many have emerged, and here
is a showcase of three for two hardware classes –
the X86-PC and the currenlty unavailable class, the
home computer – will be briefly introduced.

At the current time undoubtedly the most interest-
ing emulator is QEMU (Fig. 8, (Bellard 2008)).
Meanwhile, it has gathered a large user and de-
veloper community. QEMU was built primarily
as an emulator of various computer architectures.
The project is Open Source and is governed by the
GPL. The source files are therefore opernly avail-
able. QEMU is an application without a graphical
user interface. It provides an array of command
line options for initial configuration and a moni-
tor interface. The latter can be used to embed the
run time of the emulator’s removable drives. This
way various types of control can be implemented.
This includes the externally triggered swap of disks

or the ”insertion” of virtual optical media like the
connection to USB devices.

Additionally, the keyboard input and mouse ac-
tions can be triggered through the monitor inter-
face. Certain key combinations can be passed
which are typically caught by the reference envi-
ronment. This allows for entire program sequences
to be automated, which would otherwise require di-
rect user communication.

The Dutch national library, the national archive as
well as the technology consultant Tessella are in
cooperation developing a 16 bit version of an X86
emulator in Java – Dioscuri (Fig. 10, (van der
Hoeven 2007), (DIOSCURI 2010)). The name of
the project relates to the Greek legend of the twins
Castor and Pollux of which one was mortal and
the other immortal. This is meant to express the
character of the emulation: ”Finite” digital objects
should put aside their immortal equivalence.

Java offers as an independent programming plat-
form with the language necessary to create pro-
grams that can be run in different reference envi-
ronments. Such applications avoid dependencies
on certain combinations of computer architecture
and operating systems. The emulator was applied
as a modular tool, every hardware component ex-
ists as a standalone module and by combining com-
ponents, a complete hardware emulator is gener-
ated, considering a certain basis set.

The vast majority of home computers are based on
the processors of the 68000 series from Motorola
or the Zilog Z80 Processors. To this basis, com-
ponents like input and output building blocks are
added, which do not significantly differ between
machines. Therefore MESS (Fig. 9) follows a
modular approach, which attaches a universal ba-
sis machine to each system, whether it be a games
console, calculation, handheld or office computer,
along with a description. Based on this, it calls
back pre-made emulation code blocks.

The acronym MESS stands for Multiple Emulator
Super System. MESS is an Open Source project
and is governed by the GPL Licence. It is sup-
ported by a large developer community and is ac-
tively maintained. Windows variants are the pre-
dominant reference platform, followed by less sup-
ported systems like Linux or Mac-OS X. Since the
firmware or operating systems of the individual de-
vices are often under propriety licences, they are
not a component of the emulator. They must be
obtained, installed and suitably stored in a software
archive separately.



From Object to its Representation

Digital objects cannot be used by themselves, but
require a suitable context for their working envi-
ronments in order to be accessed. This context,
called the working or utilization environment, must
combine suitable hardware and software compo-
nents so that its creation environment or a suitable
equivalent is generated, depending on the type of
the primary object. View paths are therefore a cen-
tral concept that is discussed later.

At any given time point, a primary object is re-
quested by an archive user. In any case, the re-
quested object requires a context which allows the
requester to interpret the object. With an increasing
time gap from the creation of the object, the proba-
bility that this context is available in the user’s dig-
ital working environment is lowered.

Thereby the central task of the archive operator is
determined. The task does not end with bit stream
preservation, successful preservation and updating
of archive objects, instead with ensuring access to
all objects in the archive at any point in time.

For this, a suitable environment is expected, in
which an archive user can observe or execute
the object. The user groups of individual digi-
tal archives and collections vary in their degree of
knowhow. Since an average user cannot necessar-
ily be assumed to have extensive experience with
computers, one must consider the proper accessi-
bility and use of the required software and their in-
terfaces. The operational procedures for the access
of different object types can vary:

Migration-on-Dissemination. The primary ob-
ject is – by type in multiple consecutive steps –
converted to a form observable by the user. This
process can involve emulation processes in order
to run old migration software. It can, depend-
ing on the depth and complexity of the individ-
ual steps, take a longer amount of time, and un-
der certain circumstances require direct user inter-
action. Migration-on-dissemination is suited only
for static objects. The goal of migration is a for-
mat which can be displayed or played back on the
viewer, available in the respective reference envi-
ronment. In this procedure, the object is inevitably
changed and may not meet particular requirements
under certain circumstances.

Reproduction of a utilization environment.
For all other mentioned object types, only the
reconstruction of the original environment or an
equivalent environment as a reproduction option

remains. These processes is again decided by the
concrete object type and its specific requirements.
The processes involved will in most cases require
a certain user interaction in addition to a certain
number of secondary objects. Furthermore, the
question of suitable primary object transportion to
the restored working environment is posed. The

Figure 12: View paths define ways for a complete soft-
ware (and virtual hardware) setup starting from the ob-
ject, covering the rendering application, the operating
system required by the object and the application and
the emulator needed to bridge into a current desktop en-
vironment.

concrete presentation of the respective access de-
pends on the archive operator and their guidelines
as well as the user group. This can be done on-
site, for example, through a reference workstation
in the library rooms or through suitable transport
over communication networks.

Digital Archaeology

The proposed considerations are not only valid in
relation to long-term archives. It may occur that
from different sources, which may be slacking, dig-
ital objects appear to not have yet been saved in
a long-term archive. On such proposed processes,
object type determination and display for the user
can also be used. This way, established archive
organizations, like libraries or technical museums,
could make the tools available for ”software ar-
chaeologists”. Furthermore, it may be necessary
to provide suitable reference hardware in order to
read old data mediums and ways for importing ex-
ternal primary objects.

However, the described possibilities should not be
regarded as reliable alternatives of a trusted long-
term archive. While archive management for every
incorporated object type can prove to be observable
at anytime, this cannot by nature be done for exter-
nally delivered objects. The uncertainty factor of
whether the archive organization is actually in the



position to suitably deal with the delivered object
remains.

Formalizing Representation Methods

The reproduction of utilization environments or
corresponding equivalents is best illustrated and
formalised by so called ”view paths”, sometimes
named pathways. These are ways to get to the
working environment of the observer or operator
from the primary object of interest . The illustra-
tion of various view paths (Fig. 12) show a typical
vector originating from the primary object over its
creation application to the required operating sys-
tem up to the resultant hardware emulator. How-
ever, regardless of the emulator chosen, contex-
tual information of the computer environment is al-
ways required. For example, questions such as ”for
which operating systems is Wordperfect 5.1 com-
patible?” are less obvious today than they were
twenty years ago. To overcome such knowledge
gaps, a formalization process is needed to com-
pute the actual needs of an authentic rendering en-
vironment of the digital artefact. In 2003, IBM
Netherlands originally proposed the concept of a
view path, based on their preservation layer model
(PLM, (Oltmans, van Diessen, and van Wijngaar-
den 2004)) which was refined during the research
on emulation at Freiburg University (van Diessen
and Steenbakkers 2002), (von Suchodoletz and
van der Hoeven 2008), (von Suchodoletz 2009).

While the origin of the view path is fixed to the pri-
mary object, the end-point of the view path adjusts,
externally determined through technological ad-
vancements and successive obsolescence of avail-
able computer platforms. Furthermore, the length
of a view path depends on the type of the primary
object. Generally, the following scenarios arise for
view paths:

• At any give point in time there is a way from the
primary object to it observation or execution.

• There exist many different view paths (Fig. 13).
These have suitable metrics for error, allowing
an automatic decision to be made.

• Primary objects exist, that after a certain point in
time, no view path can be constructed.

For meaningful determination of the existence of
view paths, they should correspond to certain refer-
ence environments with respective fixed hardware
and software. A view path can be interpreted as
a decision tree with the primary object at its root.
A leaf without branches composes the end of a
path the in form of a valid reference environment.
The assembly of the required working environment

may be seen as a layered model, as shown in the
figure (Fig. 7).

Having an emulator and the contextual information
contained in a view path still leaves some impli-
cations before the rendering of the digital object.
First, the digital object must be characterised which
may be difficult if the object is not a single file
but a group of files forming a program. Then, de-
pending on the emulation level (Fig. 7), a number
of additional software (secondary) objects like ap-
plications, operating systems, helper programs and
drivers must be taken into account. Different view
paths exist for each object type, increasing with the
number of object types.

Many objects can be represented through more
than one application (Viewer). This has different
results in authenticity, complexity and quality. This
yields a path branching and a choice on the layer of
the application. Similarly affected is the require-
ment of an application for an operating system, so
that in this layer a new branching can occur. The
recursion continues with the operating system and
a possible selection of suitable hardware emulators.
Since reference environments are mostly externally
given and can only be influenced by the archive
operator, view paths and reference environments
decide one another. Furthermore, operating sys-
tems and emulators over hardware drivers depend
on each other.

The modelling of the view path in layers is not
tightly fixed. For example, the number of layers
in a digital primary object in the form of a program
is reduced. Something similar is true for earlier
platforms like home computers, whose ”operating
systems” were fixed in the ROM. Furthermore, lay-
ers can then again be stacked, if it is necessary for
a particular emulator to create a suitable working
environment, which is illustrated in the right part
of the layer model.(Fig. ???)

Metrics and Cost Estimation

A meaningful extension of the somewhat fixed ap-
proach of the original DIAS Preservation model
could emphasize the single view path option,
which could be illustrated through a descriptive
metric. When there is more than one option at a
node, it would be sensible to:

• Allow user preferences, for example in the form
of the choice of application, the operating sys-
tem or the reference platform,

• Take weightings of whether, for example, a par-
ticular value projects onto a true to original, au-
thentic representation or a particularly basic use,



• Allow comparisons between different ways to
better secure the security and quality of the rep-
resentation of the primary object,

• Estimate the cost related to the various view
paths and where available, allow an additional
economic evaluation.

A conclusion could be multiple dimensional met-
rics, which together with the object metadata
are discarded and regularly updated through the
archive management. This should occur with the
feedback of the user, to allow for the stream of
current valuations on the user side, which depend
on the practical deployment of certain view paths
along with their manageability and completeness.

An interesting problem, not so much from the per-
spective of the primary projects as from the archive
user, becomes apparent from the various localiza-
tions. This refers to the adaption of the software
to certain language areas and measurement units.
This includes the various currencies and their sym-
bols, measures or the format and look of the date
display, the calculation and number of religious
holidays.

For a long time commercial software providers
used national languages in menu navigation and
user dialogs as a distinctive feature of different
markets. Therefore, there is a trivial branching in
the view paths when different localized variants of
a program or operating system are available and
can be offered.

As mentioned, there can be more than one view
path available for a particular object type. On one
hand this increases the probability of long-term
successful access, with potentially higher costs
however. Based on the object type and the possi-
ble required applications, further view paths result
which also need to be realized. A simple example
is the so called office packages and collections of
different applications. You can work with a variety
of formats – not only with the included subcompo-
nents, but also through import filters with an array
of further file formats.

These observations can help to identify an addi-
tional reference platform which is used only for
a particular object but also be reproduced in other
ways. For example, for the reproduction of a PDF,
a particularly uncommon platform is not required
if an equivalent viewer is available on a more com-
monly used platform. It become more difficult for
aggregation if nothing is known about the alterna-
tive view paths and whether they reconstruct the
object in question one hundred percent. A typi-
cal example is the import of Microsoft Word docu-
ments into other word processing applications. At
this point, thoughts about user feedback already

mentioned in a previous section could be taken into
consideration.

There are certain costs associated with every View-
Path which can be estimated for every step. If they
cross a certain threshold, economic considerations
could follow to the uptake of primary objects in
the archive, such as declining particular data for-
mats, since later reconstruction is expected to lead
to high costs. Thus, depending on the situation

Figure 13: Many digital objects could be rendered in
different ways and digital environments. Often more
than one rendering application for several operating sys-
tems exists.

or archive, the maintenance of a certain View-Path
could be challenged if good alternatives exist (Fig.
13). Consider a primary object of the PDF 1.0 stan-
dard which was created using a tool in a Mac-OS
7 desktop environment; it is not imperative that
this environment is preserved. Under the follow-
ing conditions the abandoning of a View-Path may
be considered:

• There exist a sufficient number of further, equiv-
alent and therefore simpler view paths.

• Due to the good and complete description of the
format, it is easier to migrate a viewer for the
respective current host system then to restore old
utilization environments through emulation.

• This object type is the only one that requires a
Mac-OS 7 environment.

• There is no special interest to preserve the uti-
lization environment since it is not the focus of
the library.

This approach can be extended to other view paths
for an array of file formats and applications that re-



quire Apple or Microsoft operating systems. This
is true only if, for example, no special requirement
for a dedicated Apple utilization environment ex-
ists. This may be due to the type of user interac-
tion, the look and feel of the graphical interface
and the separate interest of applications. This can
be demonstrated especially well with OpenOffice,
which has been translated for several commercial
and free Unixs like BSD, Solaris or Linux, Mac-
OS X and for the Windows operating system. Here
not all conceivable branches need to be kept in the
archive. Similar is the case of the trivial multi-
plication of the view paths through various local-
izations. The case could be different if elsewhere
secondary archive objects become the center of in-
terest. Computer art or games are their very own
evidence of their age.

Simpler and thereby often cheaper to maintain
view paths can take precedence over others. How-
ever, it is difficult to predict the danger that a
change of the reference environment has on the
cost structure. On the other hand, precautions can
be taken so that rare view paths at specialised insti-
tutes with specific collection tasks and correspond-
ing financing continue to be looked after.

With the various strategies of long-term archiving,
the emulators generate different costs on the side of
archive management. The stacked emulation leads
to longer view paths with reduced need for migra-
tion. The costs arise from the increasingly com-
plex access to the primary object. The migration
of emulators, UVMs and modular approaches gen-
erate shorter view paths with easier access to the
primary object. However the cost lies in the regu-
lar maintenance of all required emulators or their
subcomponents.

The first mentioned strategy is better suited for ob-
jects accessed rarely or institutions with small spe-
cific qualified user circles like archives or national
libraries. The second strategy is preferred for ob-
ject types that have often use and are for larger user
communities.

The merging of certain view paths into a com-
mon environment could be useful for similar object
types like images or for a simplification of View-
Path creation for the user operation. For the inves-
tigation of computer games of a particular age, a
producer or a certain genre, many applications can
be placed together in a single container file of a
particular emulator. This eases the exchange, since
often the container alone distributes the configura-
tion files and the start-up instructions of the emu-
lator. This prevents the end user from needing to
deal with the unfamiliar installation process. They
can concentrate on a reasonable work distribution
of their request. Some alternative aggregations are

Figure 14: Migration-through-Emulation: Use a virtual
printer to produce PDFs from deprecated text process-
ing formats like AMI Pro. This is a strategy to omit
non-existant export-filters within the original software or
missing import filters in the actual software used.

also conceivable in order to access datasets of the
public administration at later time points. These
are typically in a compressed archived of combined
data of elevation, statistics or analysis and com-
prises an array of typical object formats in a certain
epoch. These could be stored in a shared container
and contain helper utilities like the document print-
ing by Postscript or PDF. Hereby virtual printer
drivers can replace missing export functions in the
old applications.

view paths in Technological Change

In the OAIS Reference model, the management of
the digital long-term archive takes over a number
of tasks which have to do with the lifecycle man-
agement of the primary object. For this the work
process for the object reproduction is especially
observed. For long-term management the task of
preservation planning is particularly interesting.

A central moment is the regular control of the view
paths with every change to the reference environ-
ment. Every platform change poses new challenges
for the restoration of the environment. This in-
spection deals with an iterative process that runs
through all registered object types in the archive.
For this, a suitable strategy for the change over
from one reference environment to another should
be found. In addition it should be noted that addi-
tional file formats require new view paths.

Over time, the number of historical computer ar-
chitectures inevitably increases so that with every
change of the current working environment, higher
migration costs for the applied emulators could fol-
low. These boundary conditions influence the work
that must be done on the side of the library or or-
ganization.



With the increasing perception of the digital long-
term archiving as a new challenge, many new ap-
proaches could be proactively followed. It could,
for example, be imagined that the manufactur-
ers of operating systems already in the develop-
ment could take certain hardware drivers for meta-
devices into consideration. This could be virtual
devices for graphic or audio output or the network
interfaces. At this point even legal obligations
could be in place to have such interfaces or drivers,
which could work similar to the mandatory deliv-
ery of publications in many National Library laws
of the world.

The mentioned challenges have clear economic im-
plications for the archiving organizations dealing
with the digital objects. They will have to cover
part of the development of emulators and viewers
or to buy this on the market. Many promising ini-
tiatives already exist that work with cooperative ap-
proaches. For unions like Nedlib or InterPARES it
shouldn’t be a (financial) problem to accept such
challenges. If the target development of open stan-
dards and tools like PRONOM or Dioscurii result,
the impact on individual organization will be lim-
ited and binding procedures could be developed
that are supported by a large community.

Operation of Digital Archives

For a long-term digital archive this approach gener-
ated a set of tasks, starting with the identification of
the object type when ingested into the archive, the
generation, completion and storage of the required
metadata and the regular checks on the existence or
creatability of a rendering environment.

The classification of the ingested object and the
generated metadata influence the needed steps for
the later access. Beside this, the criteria of View-
Path determination may vary depending on the tar-
geted user group or archival institution. In general
three major phases could be distinguished: The re-
quired work steps on the object ingest, the periodi-
cal operational procedures of archive operation and
the guidelines for the object digest to the interested
object user.

For the detection of digital object types, there
are several strategies in place. The most promi-
nent one at the moment is the PRONOM database
and DROID tool (TNA 2007), (TNA 2008) of the
British National Archives. This information might
have to be extended with tool information like on
applications or operating systesm along the View-
Path.

Depending on the requested View-Path, further
digital objects are needed. Because of certain ob-

ject type’s relatively high complexity, some consid-
erations about how a View-Path is realised must be
made. Especially for frequently requested paths,
it could be conceivable to work with prepared en-
vironments. Considered together various require-
ments of the Archive operation result:

Creation of a background archive: In this case
every single object needed to create a certain View-
Path is permanently stored within the archive.
These additional artefacts are to be kept like the
primary objects of interest. At this point it could
be considered whether the view path objects like
the emulators, operating systems, specific helper
software and description are bundled together in a
single package or stored individually.

Operation of an online archive for direct ac-
cess: For frequently requested secondary objects,
it could be a good idea to store these in a special
archive, additional to the long-term archive. This
can relieve the load on the long-term archive and
lead to a faster process of generating view paths.

Setup of a View-Path cache: For the often re-
quested and more complex to reconstruct view
paths, the use of a prepared working environment
can reduce the work for users and archive oper-
ators. This cache could be a part of the online
archive or be directly placed on the reference plat-
form.

In the moment of digest from the archive, the pro-
cedure for the object rendering must be computed
and executed automatically, or with the interaction
of the archive user or archivist. These work steps
are not simply copy and reproduce the objects bit
stream, but actually allow an access to the object in
a sensible way. At this point emulation and migra-
tion strategies do not differ much. The procedures
for the object reproduction could be described by
the aforementioned view paths. Additionally, inde-
pendent view paths for the migrated object and the
emulated may help to ensure authenticity. In every
case the archive user needs a certain set of tools to
access the object. These are often additional soft-
ware which has to be kept in the archive too or in a
specialized software repository.

Secondary Objects Software Archive

In general it could be considered impossible to
open e.g. a PDF document only with computer
hardware. For this they need at least a program for
viewing, which on its part is not executed directly



Figure 15: Selection of ancient installation media of
popular software of the decade before last for the X86
platform.

on the hardware and its interface for the file and
display access, plus the retrieval of user details, is
directly programmed (Fig. 15). This software re-
quires an operating system that takes over the con-
trol of the input and output interfaces and realised
the base user interaction.

Depending on the chosen emulation layer, addi-
tional software components may be needed (Fig.
16). While the emulation of applications for alter-
native access on a particular data format require-
ment for additional software is dropped, this in-
creases with every lower layer in the software-
hardware stack. Optimally the emulated applica-
tions run on a current platform, allowing direct ac-
cess to the digital object or the respective format.
As long as it manages to migrate the correspond-
ing applications when a platform change occurs or
create new ones if needed, this method for long-
term archiving of certain file types is by all means
attractive. It could be imagined that this method
would be used for static data types like the vari-
ous open and well-documented image formats. The
emulation of an operating system should theoret-
ically allow for all applications to be run on this
operating system, with possible restrictions. Ad-
ditional applications to be run are stored in a soft-
ware archive next to the emulator for the operating
system. When porting the operating systems’ em-
ulators, it must be ensured that the various applica-
tions in the software archive continue to function.

The hardware emulation sits at a very low layer
(Fig. 7). Although this aims on a very gen-
eral approach, it requires an entire array of addi-
tional components (von Suchodoletz, Rechert, and
van den Dobbelsteen 2010). To actually be able
to observe a given static object or to see a dy-
namic object run, the layers between the emulated
hardware and the object itself must be bridged de-

Figure 16: The X86 environment requires a number
of software components besides the hardware emulators
to be able to render/execute digital objects of different
types, like the several applications, additional compo-
nents like fonts and codecs, different operating systems,
hardware drivers.

pending on the architecture. The bridge is realised
by the above mentioned view paths. These differ
depending on the chosen strategy, ”Migration-on-
Dissemination” or reconstruction of a utilization
environment.

When reproducing a complete hardware through
emulation, you require in every case at least one
or potentially many operating systems which can
be run as a base for the applications sitting on top.
For a software archive this means that the operat-
ing systems must be kept along with the emulator
for a platform. This is also true for the applications
based on the operating systems needed for the dis-
play of various data formats. This is followed by
a migration of the hardware emulator and the de-
sired functionability of the operating system must
be ensured. Since most applications work with the
same principles as the operating systems, correct
execution should follow directly from that operat-
ing system.

Best suited in terms of true long-term archiving are
open source implementations of emulators. They
allow the translation of the respective platforms as
well as the long-term adaption of completely new
architectures. Furthermore, it can be ensured that
outdated peripherals are permanently reproduced
and do not become a victim of the product cycle.
A further point is the required adaption of the con-
tainer file under circumstances where the guest sys-
tem is installed. If the emulator changes the data
format then these files are endangered exactly like
other objects in their readability and interpretabil-
ity (Fig. 17). However, commercial vendors usu-
ally provide import functions for previous versions.
With free, open source emulators it can be ensured
that a particular file format is frozen as an alterna-



Figure 17: Depending on the kind of update, reinitializa-
tion of the guest operating system may be needed. This
might require a completely new set of hardware drivers,
which should be available in a software archive for emu-
lation.

tive to further development.

Reference Environments and Remote Access
A major challenge for the future access is the de-
sign of View-Path techniques for the rendering pro-
cess. Appropriate reference environments try to
present a wider spectrum of rendering environ-
ments in a rather compact and comfortable way.
The base platform for them should be matched to
the most popular operating systems and computer
hardware of a particular timespan. This prevents
the establishment and costly operating of a hard-
ware museum and helps the user to orient oneself
more easily in a familiar surrounding. Addition-
ally, the reference environment should offer easy
access to all metadata and required toolsets (von
Suchodoletz and van der Hoeven 2008). But ev-

Figure 18: Transportation of the remotely rendered en-
vironment is done by GRATE, which offers a prototype
of an centralized emulation service containing a number
of different emulators and predefined view paths.

ery computer platform – the historical now have
their own complexities and operational concepts –
most future computer users will not find old user
interfaces as easy to use as we might think today.
The same is true for setup and installation routines
of emulators and ancient operating systems. An-
other challenge arises from the transport of the re-
quested artefact from the current into its original
environment. Thus it would be desirable to cen-
tralize the whole process in specialized units with
trained personnell and offer the services within a
framework over the internet. This eases the com-
plex procedures and allows them to be run on an
average computer, reducing the functionality to a
viewer in web-browser for example. The user gets
the results presented via a virtual screen remotely
on his or her computer.

This would help to prevent some shortcomings and
circumvent a list of problems:

• The access to digital objects is not dependent on
locally installed reference workstations e.g. in
archives and libraries.

• The user does not need to be a specialist trained
in ancient computer platforms.

• The management of such a service could be cen-
tralized and several memory institutions could
share the workload or specialize on certain envi-
ronments, sharing their expertise with the others.

• Problems of license handling and digital rights
management could be avoided, because no item
has to be copied onto users private machinery
outside the premises of the services operator.

• Institutions like computer museums are able to
present their collections in additional ways other
than simply within their own room, thereby at-
tracting more attention.

Within the PLANETS project (Farquhar and
Hockx-Yu 2007), a pilot is being carried out by de-
veloping a prototype of an emulation service. This
service is based on the available open source emu-
lators mentioned above and allows them to run re-
motely. Transportation of the remotely rendered
environment is done by GRATE (Fig. 18) which
abbreviates Global Remote Access to Emulation
Services (Welte 2009). With GRATE any user can
easily access emulated environments via their in-
ternet web browser. The ideas of GRATE were
extended into PLANETS networked services for
”create view” and ”migration” tasks (Rechert, von
Suchodoletz, and Welte 2010).

Conclusion

The application of the long-term archiving strategy
emulation achieves the preservation of almost any



digital object over a long period of time. The most
extensive and promising at the present time is the
emulation of hardware, which allows for the res-
urrection of old utilization environments in which
digital primary objects can be viewed or run in their
unaltered form. Here, in only a few application
circumstances is the the historic environment pre-
served as a regular working platform in which fu-
ture users as well as the operators of the given pe-
riod can use it. The main focus lies clearly on the
”visualization” of primary objects and all the re-
quired tools and information. So that this can work
long-term, an array of success terms must be con-
sidered – emulation counts to the more complex
strategies which cannot be obtained for free.

Therefore, in order for successful access to a par-
ticular digital object at least one view path must
be constructed. This normally begins with the cre-
ation of an alternatively functional and compara-
ble application or the execution of the environ-
ment of the object, ending on the current platform
with which the archive user interacts. This, as op-
posed to migration, is advantageous because the
digital object itself does not need to be changed
and thereby its integrity and authenticity is pre-
served. Two further direct application areas fol-
low: (1) objects migrated several times into the
current reference environment can, with a compar-
ison to the original running in an emulated utiliza-
tion area, potentially be discarded, and (2) ”soft-
ware archaeologists” obtain a digital toolbox with
which they can analyse objects outside of the mod-
ern long-term archive. For the preservation of the
view path, a software archive is required that must
contain an array of important metadata like hand-
books, instruction manuals and licence keys along
with the software (von Suchodoletz, Rechert, and
van den Dobbelsteen 2010).

Emulation cannot replace migration, but is instead
a suitably complement to it. While migration pro-
cesses of several static objects can largely be au-
tomated, emulation typically requires a high level
of user interaction. Furthermore, in the emulator,
migration is a conceivable strategy for long-term
usability of these applications.

The extended understanding of dynamic digital ob-
jects does not mean that digital long-term archive
needs to be reinvented, but that primary objects
of interest could require certain secondary objects.
For this, process determination for suitable for-
mat registries and other metadata schemas for the
recording of additional required information for the
handling of the respective object plays a role.

By now many metadata standards exist which of-
fer, in addition to traditional archives, the abil-
ity to classify dynamic digital objects. However,

standards may need to be extended with elaborate
descriptions or installation manuals. Trustworthy

Figure 19: Without additional information stored with
the metadata of the object, you might stick with access
interface. The Lucas Arts game presented here needs
authentication taken from a turnable three papers disk
delivered with the software.

digital long-term archives create new challenges
for archiving organizations. The operations and
ability of digital archives inevitably stem from tra-
ditional task descriptions: ”New Skills Call for
New Jobs”. The similar is true for the archive op-
eration itself; digital long-term archives are opti-
mally based on open methods that make use of
mutually defined and created standards. Experi-
ence shows that local and national solutions have
not been sufficiently developed to meet the size of
the task. Based on historic digital objects a high
price in the form of high complexity with the ac-
cess or the loss of information must be paid by pro-
prietary developers. Big problems both for the pri-
mary and secondary object can at the moment be
caused by the often discussed Digital Rights Man-
agement (Fig. 19). This serves in the respective
”active” phase of an object the protection of unau-
thorised access or the upkeep of the rights of the
original object creator. This rights management or
copyright protection is in opposition to the archiv-
ing concern of digital long-term archives instructed
to copy objects. Furthermore, the access to objects
for later users should not be bound to the systems
are probably not currently available anymore. At
this point the legislator is requested to implement
suitable conditions.

Background and Additional Sources

Parts of this paper present a condensed summary
of (von Suchodoletz 2009) a dissertation finished
in 2008. Some of the groundworks discussed here
could be found in (van Diessen and van Rijnsoever
2002), (van Diessen 2002), (KB 2007), (Rothen-
berg 2000), (Wheatley 2001), (Reichherzer and
Brown 2006) and in (Verdegem and van der Ho-
even 2006). Information on the EU-funded PLAN-
ETS project is outlined in (Farquhar and Hockx-Yu
2007).
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